Abstract. The anterolateral ligament is a rotational stabilizer of the knee joint. It is not always clear what we actually see on MRI in the area of anterolateral ligament (ALL).

The aim of the study was to evaluate the ALL variants on MRI images to summarize their common features and differences, and to try to find an explanation for the phenomenon of the ALL variability.

200 series of MRI images of knee joints were analyzed. The presence of the ALL, the number of its layers, the relation to the joint capsule, and other anatomical features were assessed.

The ALL was visualized on MRI at least partially in 88% of cases. At least partially two-layer structure was detected in 68% of all 200 MRI series. The wavy appearance of the certain portions of the anterolateral ligament was observed in some normal knee joints without a history of injuries.

Determined that the ALL is a separate anatomical element of the knee joint that has a variable, but in most cases two-layered, anatomical structure and can be detected on MRI in at least 88% of cases. Axial sections help to identify ALL in complex cases and allow analyzing its anatomy, but adding little in the diagnosis of ALL injury.
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Introduction. The anterolateral ligament (ALL) is a relatively new concept of the anterolateral rotational stabilizer of the knee joint. It was described by Segond in 1879 [1] but gained its popularity in 2007 thanks to the publication of E. L. Vieira et al. (2007) [2]. ALL injuries are considered to accompany 64% of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) ruptures [3] and are associated with lateral meniscus injuries. Perceptions of anatomy, function, current imaging capabilities, and optimal ways to restore ALL have changed over time and continue to do so today. There is still no consensus among scientists on the anatomy of the ALL, and even its existence is questioned by several anatomical studies [4].

On the one hand, numerous anatomical studies [5–9], MRI [3], and ultrasonography studies [10] identified ALL in all or most knee joints. On the other hand, some scientists verify ALL only in the form of thickening of the joint capsule [7, 11]. Some researchers do not identify it during anatomical dissections at all [4], or describe it only in the form of a multilayer structure consisted of aponeuroses of neighboring anatomical structures [12], or only as capsulo-osseous layer or the mid-third capsular ligament complex, which are the components of the anterolateral complex (the superficial and deep ITB, the capsulo-osseous layer of the ITB, and the anterolateral capsule) [13].

Quite a lot of MRI studies of ALL have already been published. But what do we see on MRI images in these works and in practice? Do the authors always show the ALL in the articles [14]? Do we always see exactly the ALL on MRI in practice? How to explain such variability of the ALL intensity, thickness, shape, anatomical structure among the patients? Exercises? Age? Improving visualization in inflammatory processes? What do we actually see on MRI in the area of ALL?

The aim of the study was to evaluate the anterolateral ligament variants on MRI images, to summarize their common features and differences, and to try finding an explanation for the phenomenon of its variability.

Materials and research methods. We analyzed ALL on 200 series of MRI images obtained from different MRI centers, on MRI scanners from 0.2 to 3 Tesla with the different number of channels and according to different study protocols. The presence of ALL, the number of its layers, the relation to the joint capsule and other anatomical features were assessed. We tried to associate the rate of identifying these features either with the technical equipment parameters or with anatomical peculiarities. In the previous study we already evaluated ALL on MRI images obtained from the same 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner with the standard investigation protocol. The decision to compare diagnostic capabilities of different tomographs and protocols originated from the great variability of ALL in our previous study that was challenging to explain.

Results and its discussion. The ALL was visualized on MRI at least partially in 88% of cases. It looked quite variable on MRI images. The reason may be the variability of its anatomy as well as the diagnostic capabilities and limitations of the investigation method itself, or selected research protocols. We have noticed that the increase in the magnitude of the magnetic field plays its role in the frequency of ALL detection, but is more noticeable up to 1.5 Tesla. With an increase in the magnitude above 1.5 Tesla, the quality of ALL visualization increases, but the percentage of its detection does not increase so much. The reduction of the interslice interval in the frontal plane has much greater impact on the visualization of all portions of the ALL. Axial sections of the high-quality MRI scanners give the opportunity to analyze in sufficient detail the anatomy of separate layers of ALL, their mutual spatial arrangement, and the relationship with the surrounding anatomical structures. However, even the highest quality axial images of the knee joint sometimes raise questions about what we see – ALL or the fascia, joint capsule, or other structure. Axial sections greatly help to identify ALL in the complex cases and allow to analyze its anatomy, but add little to the diagnosis of ALL injury. On sagittal sections we were able to see ALL in only two of the two hundred patients. Moreover, even the reduction of the interslice interval to 0.5 mm on 3 T MRI scanners in 9 patients did not allow us to visualize ALL in this plane in any of them, so standard sagittal sections give little to the analysis of ALL. The presence of synovitis or soft tissue edema in the lateral parts of the knee joint improved the quality and the frequency of the ALL visualization and the detection of its bilayer structure.

At least a partial two-layer structure of the ALL was detected in 68% of all 200 MRI series (or 77.3% of those in whom the ALL was visualized at all). However, the anatomical features of this layering differed significantly among patients and depended on the level of the MRI section. The frequency of detection of two layers in the structure of ALL differed for all its portions. The two-layer anatomy of ALL was described by C. P. Helito et al. (2016) [15]. E. Herbst et al. (2017) [13], though they did not confirm...
by the anatomical study the existence of ALL as a separate structure, described the structure of the anterolateral capsule of two layers, which were found to be fused into one contiguous layer anterior to the fibular collateral ligament. According to E. Herbst et al. (2017) in the area where the two layers of the joint capsule merged, a capsular thickening, or mid-third capsular ligament (described before by Hughston et al.) was present in 35% of the specimens. Furthermore, the coronary ligaments, consisting of meniscofemoral and meniscotibial ligaments, were observed in all specimens. It seems that the inconsistency of the two-layer structure of ALL on MRI can be explained by the fact that these two layers (described above as layers of the anterolateral capsule) are merged in individual patients at different levels. But at another level we see meniscofemoral and meniscotibial ligaments, which are also perceived by some scientists as elements of the ALL. Thus, in fact, we can expect to see the following picture (Fig. 1) of the structure of ALL with different variations in the localization of the stratification zone, which depends on the anatomical features as well as the presence of synovitis in this area, which improves the separation of the ALL layers and of the ALL and surrounding structures (Fig. 2) due to their better visualization because of the presence of liquid with a high signal intensity between the layers.

Another question arose while analyzing ALL on MRI – what exactly to consider to be the two-layer structure of ALL? ALL almost always looks two-layered in the zones of attachment of meniscotibial and meniscofemoral portions to tibial and femoral portions. But it can go as a single sheet a little bit further (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of ALL on coronal MRI section: A - the more anterior section, immediately behind the attachment of the iliotibial tract, B - the more posterior section, closer to the fibular collateral ligament (the figure shows the most complete image of the ALL, which in practice usually looks very variable and often not with all the elements; the bifurcation of the layers may be more or less noticeable). ALL - anterolateral ligament, ALL-F - femoral portion of the ALL, ALL-F-S - superficial layer of the femoral portion of the ALL, ALL-F-D - deep layer of the femoral portion of the ALL, ALL-T - tibial portion of the ALL, ALL-T-S - superficial layer of the tibial portion of the ALL, ALL-S - superficial layer of the ALL, ALL-MT - meniscotibial portion of the ALL, ALL-MF - meniscofemoral portion of the ALL, FCL - fibular collateral ligament, ITB - iliotibial band, V - vessels between the ALL and lateral meniscus (arteria et vena inferiores laterales genus), LM - lateral meniscus, F - fibula, x - the proximal fibers merging zone of the superficial layer of the ALL femoral portion and the fibular collateral ligament, o - the merging zone of the superficial and deep layers of the femoral portion of the ALL, * - the merging zone of the superficial and deep layers of the tibial portion of the ALL.
Sometimes we see a two-layer structure of ALL on MRI (Fig. 4‒6). But we cannot always say for sure whether it is always really two layers of ALL or ALL with a joint capsule. Especially often such a recess which rather resembles the course of the capsule is observed on oblique coronal sections in MRI examination of ACL (Fig. 7). Sometimes we better see the femoral portion of the ALL on oblique coronal images made for ACL injury diagnostics (Fig. 7), sometimes — tibial (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, the assumption that ALL can be consistently better visualized on such MRI series has not been confirmed, as the angle of inclination of the sections corresponds to the angle of inclination of ACL, which is significantly greater than 20° inclination of ALL. We can assume that we will be able to better trace the ALL throughout by using oblique coronal sections with an angle of 20°.

In some patients it was difficult to separate the ALL in certain areas from the lateral collateral ligament, iliobibial tract, or joint capsule, so certain portions of ALL looked quite contradictory on MRI. However, other parts of ALL could be well visualized and looked like a separate anatomical structure with typical fixation points and a course not typical for other anatomical entities. The relationship of certain ALL...
anatomical variants with other anatomical or clinical parameters as well as distinctive features of ALL in children and adolescents have not been identified so far.

We have not been able to confirm the assumption that we can more clearly or more often separate the layers of ALL or see it separately from the joint capsule on MRI in children and adolescents, while degenerative changes in older age can complicate the visualization of fine structures. C. P. Helito et al. (2018) [16] also wrote about the worse imaging of ALL on MRI in children. Visualization of superficial and deep sheets of ALL according to the MRI images analyzed by us thus far did not depend on the age of the patient. Fig. 9 shows the ALL in a 14-year-old girl with a rupture of the lateral discoid meniscus, which occurred without trauma. This case demonstrates the lack of advantages of a young age for the quality of ALL imaging.
Such variability of MRI imaging of the normal ALL may explain the diverse and sometimes contradictory anatomical findings. The following illustrations will show the variability of the MRI pattern of the ALL.

The question of what exactly we see on MRI only seems simple at first glance. The new articles constantly appear describing the visualization of relatively thin structures on MRI, which we have seen before, but not always associated with them, or found not constantly, or have not paid attention to. Thus, Batty L. and others published an article on MRI in 2019 with a picture of Kaplan fibers, which we, of course, have seen before, but were not always sure that we saw exactly them [18]. Participants of the ALL consensus compared this situation with a similar situation with the medial patellofemoral ligament. Several anatomical studies did not identify it at all in the early stages of studying its anatomy and its role in the stability of the patella [19]. However, in many MRI images the ALL looks so clear (Fig. 12) with typical areas of attachment to the bone that it is difficult to explain it by any other structure.

Perhaps improving the quality of MRI will increase resolution and will allow us seeing ALL more clearly. Undoubtedly, depending on the characteristics of the MRI scanner (magnitude of the magnetic field, number of channels, etc.) and the study protocol, we have more or less chance to see the structure of the ALL. It is true to say that we rarely visualize ALL in detail with low-field MRI tomographs and with large interslice intervals. However, with an adequate study protocol, the frequency of ALL identifying with MRI even on low-field tomographs is not much lower than on higher-quality tomographs. Of course, the quality of imaging is inferior to more powerful devices and it is more difficult to assess
Fig. 7. MRI of a 28-year-old woman’s knee joint with synovitis in the lateral parts and a well-defined ALL (1.5 Tesla MRI scanner): A, B, C – oblique coronal sections corresponding to the direction of the ACL fibers (In some cases, the inclination angle of such sections better corresponds to the angle of inclination of the ALL. So, sometimes they allow visualizing ALL better than in standard coronal sections. If in Fig. A we think that we can confidently see the two-layer structure of ALL, and in Fig. B we even separate the meniscofemoral portion and the joint capsule, then in Fig. C the question arises – what exactly do we see – the meniscofemoral portion of ALL or joint capsule (ALL-MF vs C)? The intensity of the structure suggests that this is the ligament or at least thickened to withstand loads fibrous capsule of the joint. However, its recess as in Fig. C resembles rather the recess of the joint capsule. This form we observe in oblique coronal sections quite often. Sometimes we see a much tighter structure attached to the femoral condyle as in Fig. B (ALL-MF), which we consider to be a portion of ALL. But how to interpret such a recess of the capsule, and whether it can be stretched during flexion and internal rotation? The question remains open; D – we also see a two-layer structure of the ALL on the coronal section, but proximal fibers of its superficial femoral portion are merged with the fibular collateral ligament (ALL + FCL); E – axial sections of this patient. It is more difficult to see the superficial and deep layers of ALL simultaneously in one image possibly due to the merging of the fibers of its femoral portion with the fibular collateral ligament C – joint capsule, the rest designations are as in Fig. 1.
its integrity or injury signs, certain portions are less confidently identified, but the general features and the presence of ALL can usually be assessed by such MRI.

The wavy appearance of certain portions of ALL was observed by us in some normal knee joints without a history of injuries (see Fig. 4) and in some knee joints with a minor injury but without other signs of possible ALL rupture (Fig. 10). We suggest that this may be due to a decrease in tension of ALL with full extension and neutral rotation of the lower leg. However, it can also be a symptom of ALL injury [17]. Of course, if its injury is suspected as in Fig. 5 and Fig. 11, this symptom should be taken into account, but not relied on as the only diagnostic criterion. And perhaps the injured knee joint should be compared with a healthy contralateral one.

Various scientists report MRI images of injured ALL in their publications. There are only few questions about the Segond fracture. But not all the images of the ALL rupture presented in these publications [20, 21] can be interpreted unambiguously. Given that ALL according to operative explorations in most cases (more than 57 %) is torn not transversely and without a Segond fracture, but with rupture of fibers

---

**Fig. 8.** Coronal (A) and oblique coronal (B) section of a healthy knee joint according to the direction of the ACL fibers with visualization of ALL (MRI scanner 1.5 Tesla). T – tibia, the rest designations are as in Fig. 1

**Fig. 9.** ALL in a 14-year-old girl with a non-traumatic rupture of the lateral discoid meniscus: A – more anterior coronal section, B – more posterior coronal section (Rather poor and fragmental visualization of ALL in spite of local synovitis, small interslice interval and high quality 1,5 Tesla MRI scanner. The continuity of ALL is rather questionable in this case. But there was no history of trauma)
Fig. 10. MRI on a Philips Achieva 3.0 Tesla scanner of a 40-year-old man’s knee with partial ACL injury: A, B – axial sections; C, D – coronal sections (ALL is relatively thin, but its two-layer structure is well traced on the axial section (A). On coronal section (C), the ALL appears somewhat wavy, which could potentially be a sign of at least partial damage, but given the absence of local edema and significant inflammatory changes and MRI conducted in the acute period, we can assume this as a variant of the normal). Designations are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 11. Highly possible rupture of the ALL in the knee joint with synovitis in a patient with acute ACL rupture (The wavy fibers of the femoral portion of the ALL (ALL-F) may be a sign of its injury. However, as we see in previous series of images, such waviness is often visualized in healthy knee joints. Therefore, we can’t claim that the ALL is damaged in this image. But all considered ALL is much like to be ruptured). Designations are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 12. The thick ALL in patient with medial knee osteoarthritis and varus deformity (It can be assumed that such ALL hypertrophy is caused by chronic overload of the lateral structures of the joint or by chronic inflammatory process in the knee joint. Or we may consider such a thick ALL as an anatomical variant).
and lateral capsule of the joint at different levels [19], we should expect in most cases similar indirect signs of rupture on MRI in the form of edema, etc. Unfortunately, these indirect signs are difficult to evaluate definitively. The example of very possible ALL rupture is shown in Fig. 11 and a complete absence of ALL after the recurrent complete knee dislocation in Fig. 13.

A limitation of the study is the analysis of ALL on MRI images obtained from the different MRI scanners according to different study protocols. This does not allow standardizing patients, and, therefore, obtaining reliable results of the sensitivity of the method on a particular tomograph and with a certain protocol, but it allows analyzing the reasons of different results of MRI and anatomical studies as well as understanding their causes – differences in equipment, study protocols or anatomical differences among patients.

**Conclusion.** The ALL is a separate anatomical element of the knee joint that has a variable, but in most cases two-layered, anatomical structure and can be detected on MRI in at least 88 % of cases. Improving the quality of MRI scanners and study protocols with a decrease in the interslice intervals in the frontal plane can increase the frequency and quality of imaging of the ALL. Axial sections help to identify ALL in complex cases and allow analyzing its anatomy but adding little to the diagnosis of the ALL injury.
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